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NEW QUESTION: 1
In Cisco Unity Connection, to which three configuration dialog boxes can a user assign a search
space? (Choose three.)
A. Routing Rule
B. Users
C. Phone System
D. Interview Handler
E. Port
F. Call Handler
G. Contacts
Answer: A,B,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
You create the following cloud-based Dynamics 365 Finance environments:
A developer creates code extensions in the Development environment. The developer checks
the code changes into an Azure DevOps branch.
You need to deploy the code changes to the Standard Acceptance Test environment.

What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Build the code in the DevOps pipeline.
Box 2: Asset library
Run the export to the Asset library in Microsoft Dynamics Lifecycle Services (LCS).
Box 3: Select Maintain and Apply updates.
eprovision the target environment
If you copy a database between environments, the copied database won't be fully functional
until you run the Environment reprovisioning tool to make sure that all Commerce components
are up to date.
Follow these steps to run the Environment reprovisioning tool.
* In your project's Asset Library, in the Software deployable packages section, click Import.
* From the list of shared assets, select the Environment Reprovisioning Tool.
* On the Environment details page for your target environment, select Maintain > Apply
updates.
* Select the Environment Reprovisioning tool that you uploaded earlier, and then select Apply
to apply the package.
* Monitor the progress of the package deployment.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/database/dbmovemen
t-scenario-exportuat#back-up-to-the-asset-library

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Apache Spark cluster in Azure HDInsight. The cluster includes 200 TB in five Apache
Hive tables that have multiple foreign key relationships.
You have an Azure Machine Learning model that was built by using SPARK Accelerated Failure
Time (AFT) Survival Regression Model (spark.survreg).
You need to prepare the Hive data into a single table as input for the Machine Learning model.
The Hive data must be prepared in the least amount of time possible. What should you use to
prepare the data?
A. a Hive user-defined function (UDF)
B. Java Mapreduce jobs
C. Spark SQL
D. the GPU
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Create features for data in an HDInsight Hadoop cluster using Hive queries. Feature engineering
attempts to increase the predictive power of learning algorithms by creating features from raw
data that facilitate the learning process. You can run HiveQL queries from Azure ML, and access
data processed in Hive and stored in blob storage, by using the Import Data module.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-machine-learning-overview#azur
e- machine-learning-and-hive

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which BusinessObjects BI solution is perhaps the easiest
to use and provides the ability to search, explore and visualize
massive data volumes?
A. Dashboards
B. Web Intelligence
C. SAP Crystal Reports
D. SAP Lumira/BO Explorer
Answer: D
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